
“Fun and helpful. The self-test and evaluative 
sections were particularly useful.”

 North Eastern Digital Recording, Inc., 
 Anne Shepard, Manager

“Mr. Schwartz has a wonderful way of 
teaching and building attention, both serious 
and humorous. I gained a wealth of  
knowledge!”

 Ransom Environmental Consultants, 
 Patricia Buyer, Office Manager

“I found the information was clear and 
beneficial. It will help me with many employees 
at the bank.”

Safety Fund National Bank, 
Mary Ellen Mana, Branch Manager

“Great Program! It was very practical and I 
was able to ask specific questions. It is great to 
have a "packet" of  information to take away 
and will be invaluable. The seminar included 
good team sessions, and an interesting and 
lively presentation. The team structured 
sessions were also very helpful.”

 E.F. Foundation, David W. Adams,
 Associate Regional Manager

“Mr. Schwartz is an expert and had amazing 
mastery of the topic. As a result, I am able to 
delegate and communicate much more 
effectively.”

 Lincoln Sheriff's Department, 
 Ronald Klinesmith, Shift Supervisor
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“Mr. Schwartz is very knowledgeable and presented skills very effectively As a result, I will 
proceed more slowly (as a manager).”

  Riteway Bus Service, Steven Ludin, Manager

“Andrew is a superb, excellent speaker. I really enjoyed myself  and learned a lot about 
managing myself  and others. Thank you.”

  NECS, Tom Pike, Warehouse Manager 

“I have definitely acquired more information here than anywhere else on how to 
successfully manage "correctly" in order to position myself  and my company for the 
future.”

  MIJA Industries Inc., John J. McSheffrey, Manager

“The seminar told me everything I needed to know.. The instructional materials and 
techniques were very helpful.”

  EMF Manufacturing, Elliott Wamsley, Manager

“Well presented program especially the detailed handout booklets. I learned to always let 
the person know why you are asking them to do something..”

  Cochituate Motors Inc., Stephen Russell, Parts Department Manager

“Helped me to greatly improve my management and leadership skills.”

  Hybricon Corporation, Patricia Banliew, Quality Insurance Manager

“I found the Pygmalion effect very interesting and extremely insightful for my own use.”

  Saphikon Inc., Daniel Buttler, Production Manager

“The course is very effective, adapting to the changing needs of  the group.”

  Lawrence Pumps, Inc., Chad Tuttle, Manager, Metal Processing

“Very strong materials (especially your articles). The presentation was lively, well paced 
and managed according to the time and agenda.”

  Crittenton House, Laura Perille, Manager

“Very positive -- kept you on a high yet relaxed.”

  Fifth Avenue Gallery, Cindy Kreiman, Assistant Manager

“I found each and every segment extremely beneficial.”

  Want Ad Publications Inc., Marlone Apone, Computer Manager



“After the first session, I raised my expectations! A well balanced mix of  theory and 
practical tools. A great amount of work has gone into this program, and it shows.”

  Pilot Software, Inc., Michael Bureu, Pilot Software, PC Support Manager

“This was an excellent choice and program. I particularly enjoyed Andrew's style. He has 
an enourmous number of easy- to-remember tips and placed a high emphasis on group 
interaction.”

  Open Software Foundation, Carl S. Schulz, Tools Manager

“Great Class! Mr. Schwartz demanded lots of  interaction in discussing real world 
problems.”

  Texas Instruments, Donna White, Systems Support Group Manager

“Andrew Schwartz is excellent as a speaker and an influential motivator. Everybody can 
benefit from this seminar.”

  New England Circuit Sales, Thomas Pike, Warehouse Manager

“Excellent Content -- it has been thought provoking.”

  Osram Sylvannia, Inc., David Greening, Manager of  Education & Training

“Excellent! Very effective, well organized, interesting, and fun. I have tangible practices to 
go back to work with.”

  Boston Scientific, Louise Limentani, Human Relations Manager

“Informative and has really got me thinking. As importantly, he has got me thinking and 
taking different  ideas and putting them together. I know this will help me towards the 
future as a new breed of management.”

  Joyce Chen Products, Steve Alsson, Manager, Importing/Wholesale

“I found this seminar much more informative and entertaining than anticipated. It has 
helped me to clarify some of the aspects that were muddled in my thinking and awkward 
in my approach. I know after this program that I can and will become a more effective 
manager.”

  Lasertone, Stephen Esselions, Manager of  Service Department

“Excellent teaching style. Great pace -- not too hurried, not too bare. Sense of humor 
made laughing at yourself  easy l Very practical lessons we could all apply to our individual 
situations. Easy to bring his methods into professional plus personal life -- a benefit I 
didn't expect.” 

  Boyd Coating Research Co., Inc., Kelly Bradley, Production Manager


